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J acques Cousteau Receives Ecology Day MedalAt UMSL
by Matt Forsythe
Current news reporter
UM-St. Louis took another giant
leap forward last Tuesday, as one of
the most environmentally conscious
universities.
The university was honored to
play host to Jacques-Yves Cousteau,
who was awarded the World EcologyMedal.
The honor was bestowed upon
Cousteau by the International Center for TropiCal Ecology. Cousteau' s
well-known work as an oceanographer, world explorer and environmental activist earned him this
coveted award The Center gives the
medal to individuals who have made
ecological concerns the main focus
of their lives and work. Last year on
World Ecology Day, John Denver
was the recipient
The ceremony began at 11 a.m.
in the J .C. Penney auditorium and
was attended by many local dignitaries. The themes discussed were
the fragile state of the world's environment, Cousteau's contributions
in this and many other fields and
strategies on possibly changing
humanity's role in the world in order
to preserve instead of destroy what
is left of the environment
"Global warming knows' no
boundaries. Pollution once in our air
knows DO boundaries. The World
Ecology Medal seeks to reinforce
this message. It is symbolic that what
we do in St Louis to preserve that
environment is beneficial to people
living around the world as well as
people living in Missouri. We are
honored to recognize Jacques WELCOME: Chancellor Blanche Touhill welcomes Jacques'Cousteau to the campus. Cousteau was at UMSL to rece ive 1he World Ecology
COllSteau in his tireless effort in this
cause," ChanCellor Blanche Touhill
condition and man's role on the earth. is a scientist, an explorer, an inventor, of saving the earth for our children facing, a lack of concern with social
said
"Very quickly he understood that an environmentalist, an educator, an and called for direct action on the justice and a lack of the demonstraCousteau was introduced by
he
would
become the master of na- adventurer and in the brief ten min- earth's environmental issues.
tion of simple common sense," he
Roben R. Herman. president and
ture,
but
nature
has
its
own
laws,"
is
basically
a
crime
to
be
able
"It
said.
utes
I
met
him
last
night
it
became
CEO of Herman Companies.
"Jacques Cousteau certainly isa Cousteau said ''The economic regu- quickly obvious he was also a · to read in the media that the global
Cousteau has performed many
famine
predicted
lations
that
govern
the
world
are
more
in
the
late
1960s
just
roles
gentleman,"
Westfall
said
"Captain
in life to aid humanity and nature.
tireless individual. We're excited to
cruel
and
have
more
consequences
hasn't
happened
and
that
everything
As an inventor he helped create the
Cousteau, you are internationally fapresent you with this medal in recognition of your life-long commit- than the law of the jungle. We have to mous, you are internationally ac- is really alright and isn't thar fortu- first SCUBA breathing device and
co-engineered the Diving Saucer. As
ment to draw international attention educate all human kind and tell them claimed and internationally loved. nate," Raven said.
'This whole world view that we an explorer he has circumnavigated
to environmental problems, and watch out danger of death ifwe do not You do us a great honor by coming to
here today and allowing us to honor really do have represents a lack of the globe to show us the undersea
dedication to protection and im- radically change."
concern with poverty, a lack of con- world with the crew of the Calypso.
St
Louis
County
Executive
Buzz
you."
provement to life on this planet,"
Westfall
offered
praise
IV
Cousteau
Peter Raven, director of the Mis- cern with the world as it really is, a
As a writer, Cousteau has written
Hennan said
and
his
work:.
souri
Botanical Garden, summed up lack of concern with the lives our or co-authored as many as 50 books
In h,is acceptance speech,
"He's a scholar. Captain Cousteau and expanded on Cousteau' s theme children and grandchildren will be on his journeys and messages. And as
Cousteau reflected on earth's present

Curators Approve Five-Year Plan
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor
The University of Missowi Board of Curators approved Friday a five-year financial plan that would reallocate $124.7 million toward university pricrities such as
salaries, financial aid, libraries and repairs.
The pian, which Iiad been proposed last year by UM
System President George Russell, was approved unanimously at the meeting held in the UM-St Louis Summit
lounge.
Russell called the plan "the most comprehensive undertaken by any university, public or private.
"By doing this, we will rebuild the confidence of the
citizens of Missouri in what we are doing so they will help
us make this good university into a great university," he
said.
Russell stressed that the reallocations are not down-

sizing, but "right-sizing and balancing," and that future
reallocations may be different than past ODes.
"We have certain priorities," he said "Most of the
budget distributions in the past have come on the basis of
nostalgia and history. I would like to see that change so we
can focus on the highest priorities we have."
Russell encouraged the Board at the May meeting to
reconsider admission of freshmen to the university.
, "At present, we use our best means of prediction to
require that students entering as first-time freshmen will
have at least a 50 percent chance of succeeding- but we
define succeeding as getting through the freshmen year
with being put on probation. We surely should expect
more," he said.
In addition, the Health and Physical Education Department and the Community Development program 'on

See CURATQR, page 4

'VP Candidate Seeks 'More Input'
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor
SGA Vice Presidential hopeful Dave Roither said if
he is elected, students would be able to come to him with
"problems and propositions."
Roitha, a sophomore, is running on the same ticket
with Mike Tomlinson. Last week, Tomlinson officially
announced his bid roc SGA President next year.
Both said they are tired of what SGA tw done this .
year.
"You don't see anything from SGA," Roitha said. ''1
don't find out about SGA meetings. They are not doing an
appropriate job. SGA should have open doors."
Presidential candidates usually pick who their vice
president will be. But in Roither's case, the asking was
done by a different person.
"I waS approached by Coach Smith. He knows my

academics and convictions," Roither said
Roither said he hopes to get "more student input and
better turnout at SGA meetings."
"I feel that together, Mike and I can work better with
the administration. We need a group that needs to get into
office and work together," he said.
Roither and Tomlinson have formed a group called
'The Right Party." Roither said the group's objective is to
"bring democracy ba"k into SGA" by forming a coalition
of students from all campus groups.
Roither is a member of the Pierre LacLede Honors
College and tw a Chancellor's scholarship. He is a
graduate of Lindbergh High School and is majoring in
political science .and philosophy.
For the past two years, Roither has been named an AllAmerican for his performance on the UM-St Louis Swim
Team.

Medal.

Photo: Di rk Fletcher

an activist Cousteau has done many
things to spread the message on environmental awareness, including
authoring a Bill of Rights for Future
Generations, a document which states
that future generations have a right to
an uncontaminated earth. Cousteau
hopes to place the bill on the docket to
be discussed by the United Nations in
1993.
In a comment about population
control, Cousteau suggested that
" ... what they are doing to the animals
we should do to ourselves. We are not
out of danger."

Criminology Teacher Wins Prestigious Award
by Gerry Malone
Current news reporter
EdwardF. Tripp,aUM-StLouis
criminology instructor, has been selected to receive the E.R. Cass Correctional Achievement Award, which
is the American Correctional
Association's (ACA) highest honCl'.
Although the award has been presented to recipients for the past 122
years, only two blacks have ever
received this award prior to Tripp.
Scott Decker, Chair of the
Criminology and Criminal Justice
Department said, "This award is a
fitting tribute to Ed Tripp's lifelong
committment to the human element
in corrections. We at UM-SLLouis
have been fortunate to have him teach
for us and look forward to his contributions to our students in the future."
he said.
Tripp said being selected to receive the E.R. Cass Correctional
Achievement Award "caps off a long
career in corrections. I chose to stay
in St. Louis and was promoted into
the highest position in corrections as
commissioner, but one of the things
about staying in SL Louis is you
.no~ not receive national recognition."
The ACAis a professional organization that has more than 60 affiliates and chapters, and a membership
of more thanl00,OOO in the United
States.
Tripp retired in July 1991 after
working 42 years in the criminal
justice field. He held positions as

Edward Tripp
juvenile probation officer; supervisor
of intake, diagnosis and treatment
Guvenile); chief of probation and parole, St. Louis Circuit Courts; commissioner of Children and Youth
Services; commissioDa of Substance
Abuse Treatment and Control Programs.

Tripp said, "I had visibility in
the criminaljustice field when blacks
were still struggling for equality and
women were unheard of in supervisory positions."
Tripp helped to change things

See TRIPp, page 2
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HELP WANTED

.
Reporters of News, Sports and
Features wanted for University
newspaper. All reporters are
paid. Call 553-5174 ask for
Tom.

HELl} WANTED
Earn Extra Income - Earn $200-$500
weekly mailing tnlvel brochures. For infonnationsendastampedadlre~edenve
l~

to: Travel INC., P.G. Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161

Servers wanted: Arch City Diner.Apply
in person. Fun, enthusiastic. 10012

FOR RENT

Manchester Rd. 966-0736.

Financial Aid available immedi- . - , . . atelyl Special grants program.
NO GIMMICKS -~.
.
rx
Every student eligible. No one
'" TRA INCOHJ~', N.'OWI --ENVElOPESTUmNG - $€O(l - $&(NeYe,yweelc.
turned down. Simple application.
FreeDetaIIs: SASE10
..
.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
!'.o.~~~=~
fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022.

~

.. -

-

.

l _

NORMANDY VILLA APTS.
Less than 1 mile from UMSL on
'J're Tooring Cyclist bicycle ~ are Florissant Rd. 1 & 2 Bedrooms · OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
loddng fer cmeer cxiented men am . from $295. Central air, carpet, Part-time and full-time permawomen. Cycling experience and me- appliances, coin laundry and nentjobs in pleasant atmosphere.
chanical aptinxJe a plus. Con~t Brad more. CALL MANAGER _ 524- We have a variety of positions
739-4398 or Mark 921-1717.
. 6456. Roberts Reality 725-6868. which will go temp to perm.
-Customer Service
-Data Entry
$40,OOO\yr!READ BOOKS
Normandy East and West 1-2 bedroom
-Word processors
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple apartments. Beautiful park like setting.
-Secretaries
"like\don't iike" form. EASY! Central Airs (cia), Carport/Garage,
-Machine operatons
Fun, relaxing at horne, beach, Mini .Blinds, Storage $100 Security
- Small tool operation
vacations. Guaranteed pay- Deposit. Kohner Properties.
Please call for interview: 863check. FREE 24 Hour Record. $325 - $365 call 381-1719
2701
ing801-379-2925 .
MANPOWER
Copyright # MO 17KEB
Special for UMSL.. 1 Br., NC 231 S. Berniston
Appl. Will furnish-close to campus.
Clayton, MO 63105
Nanny,upto $4OO-week. Live in jobs: More info. Call 385-0728.
EOE
Never a fee.
~Coast, Chicago,AoridaGreatbenefits.Minirnurn 1year. National Nanny.
1-800-722-4453.
FOR SALE
I

. ~ Summer Employment - fisheries. Earn $5,<XX>+/month. Free transI JX)11ation! Room & Boord! Over 8,0C()
openings. No experieIke necessary.
Male orFemale. Get the early start that is
DXeSSaIy. fur employment progrnm
call sfu&:nt Empbyment Services at i206-545-4155 ext 1632.

Work on Crul se ShlP S
· Summer He1P Wanted
I Listlngs for All Maior
Crul se Li nes . .
$495 + $1 S+H

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes ................. $200
86 VW .................. : ..·..... $50
87 Mercedes ................ $100
65 Mustang ................ .... $50
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929.

Copyright

Great Plai ns Publ ishing

Box 1903
Jopli n, MO 64801

Tripp from page1
by }XOmoting the first woman into a
supervisory position and selecting the
fast black female to bold a supervisory position. He is proud of having
established satellite offices in local
communities fortbose 00 probation
and parole. Before the local satellite
offices, there was only one office in
downtown St.Louis and many of those
. on probation or parole would have to
travellong distances to get there. Tripp
is also responsible for many other
revolutionary changes that have helped
to eliminate discrimination based on
race or gender.
Tripp thinks there are still changes
that need to be made since statistics
show that25 percentofblacks between
the ages of 19 and 22 go to jail.
"I thought there would be an outcry by the black community when
those statistics came out, bllt after
seeing so much inactivity, it brought
home the great effort that is neected to
change things." Tripp went on to say,
"It will take early intervention by parents to change our whole value system.
We have to reach the minds of those ·
who ~ become parents and teach
them parenting skills so that they can
teach children how to reconstruct our
present value sYstem. The way things
are now is if someone hits you, you are
rewarded by your peers if you knock
the hell out of them, but a whole new
value system needs to be developed
tbatis based on a highez spiritual law ."
Tripp agrees withautbor, Jawanza
Kunjufu, who said this country seems
to spend more money on oppression
than education. Tripp said. "We need
to do away with things that breed the
criminal mind sw:h as m:ism, poverty,
po<r role models, po<r nutrition. inadequate health care, etc." He concluded that building more prisons is
not going to solve the problem.
Tripp will go to San Antonio this
August to receive the ACA's highest
honor with fond memories of the
changes he has made and the people
he bas helped, both correctional officers and ex-offenders, but he also is
going with a vision of changes that

m$500.$la.........qa F«diIII
•PJSt $1.00 fIth SAeE IG: 0lIl Group Inc.
1019U,~' 0Ianda,FL32818

j

# M017KJC

Apartment:-$285

II

I

r NEED EXTRA INCOME .,'
IIlIt FOR 1992?
"'-

Heat Included

I

1 Bedroom, 2 Room Efficiency, new appliances,
new carpet, somefurnished. 6month or 1 year lease. $285$295. -OR- a2 Bedroom, 1 BaLh aparhnent: $315-$350.

.3 Minutes From Campus

381 8797
•

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES

OPPORTUNITIES

Bennuda H~lghts
7738 Springdale
Normandy

NEED FINANCIAL AID FOR
NEXT YEAR? Finan cial Aid
Hunters will match scholarships,
grants and loan s for the
undergrad, graduate student, or
athlete. Everyone is eligible. Call
toll free 1-800-USA-1221 Ext.
#2312.

fREE~

2 ROLLS

3Smm Film
T r} th is Exciting New Fi!m ··\\'Ihiie (!his /lim) has
SIIGTpne~S and fjll~ grain compe ticit·e It'[lh mhC7 film$
of il5 .~P2L'J. ilS 11111ill fone is color reprodlfL-lioll.
Nuances of colm ore held in rhe prims; You can set'
!he diffl'T~:nc~' ~tu't?L'n cherr:' Ted anJ wmalO Tcd."
P ho tograph ic Magazine

rfr!!!~~~~~~~~==Siil

Summer Jobs in the

National Parks
Complete guide to living
.

and working in America's
most scenic spots. Over
10,000 summer jobs.
$4.95 + $1 S+H
Great Plains Publishing
Box 1903
Joplin, Missouri 64801

SERVICES

. Get Copies Cheap!
Come to Graphix Plus in the
Unjversity Center Lobby for
convenient fast copies. Copies
starting as low as 4 cents per
copy. Stop in for detail s or call
553.5555.

No \~'

eim rrr [he 35m m (lim Phowg:raphic
\'1uga:::in<..' calb the hC':,t 200 A5A prim film in { h~
\)/ll rld~ Fl)[ FrL'~. T ll irml)duce r{iU, we'll senJ
~'llU n l,(l n) lI~ Free. Fine grai n, ric h c\l!tlr, wide
e:xr(')~ure bmude-rL'rfen (l)f L'\'eryday sh li r:'.
yllU

5hot)t ill bri!!hr llr 111\\' Ii gh l- inJt)nf:' or

AnJ Yl \l1 can (}rJe f prints, sliJes, or
bllth, trll Ln tilt· :"Ilnl' wll - wirhl)lLt the high COSt
llfshde fil m~ Try rhis relllll rkahle film rllj~y,
l)u rdo(lf:; .

r - -sEND-ME i"FREE ROLLS--

I RtI~h me 20-tXptl:>Uft.' [{llls yli llf hinh(\' I
I <lCc hl!llled J SLnm iLlm, lme ('nc h il! 200 ASA ;nJ I
(\\'0

1 400 ASA. Enclosed is 52.00 for shipping. Lim ic

•

..

a WORD PROCESSING

~~!..~
!

by Compu-T,,,

:t.__I

OualHy service that
includesspelling, grammar, and
punctuation assisiance. Will
make your report, eet. its best.
Affordable for students and
businesses. Convenient Hwy
70\St. Charles Rock Rd. location.
.... Call 291-6114

I ~ HllI .. r er hlllL.~t' h lll~1.
•
I FI,, :, T :\ ~ :-' 11
!,. \.~T \: ,.1,',11-.
1" ' !' ;;!.__
I
I ' rn
" \Tf
711' 25278
I Mai l 10; Seattl e FilmWork s Elli,ltr H,t\ ,n Pk'r 89

r.t./. &n: 34056 St',mh:, W,~ y:-:I ~4-IO) 6

MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!
.
Yau are guaranteed to recelve
money , not just sources. Join _~
other students who we have 1~1'T.'"· ________ - - l Rally to send the buses to
Washin gton D.C. (Pro helped receive money for colChoice), Saturday April 4th
lege. For a free brochure . Call 110:00 a.m . For more informaMISCELLANEOUS
800-767-8112.
tion call 968-6920 on Webster
NEED A LAWYER?-Personal
Uni versiLy campus.
Injury, including car accidents ,
Pro - Choice Rally Sunday
TRAFFIC representation,
PAPERS, ADDRESSING , I DWI, and criminal defense.
April 5th at 2:00 p .m.
WORKING AT HOME.
I
Mapelwood
United Methodist
DETAILS, SEND $1 AND I Steven May-Attorney at Law
II
SELF·ADDRE SSED
Church at 7409 Flora at Big
ENVELOPE. KELL V'S
I 291-5433 - conveniently loBend and Flora. For more inL. _ ~O~ 22,4.:~.~~~S.:...M.!,.4~~ _ .J cated.
formation call 721-2446 . .
BOOKS BOUGHT. Bu ying
Volun teers Needed for Dofine quality book collections.
PROFESSIONAL HOME TYP- 80,000
. mestic Viol ence Program - Call
books_
A
ING. Students/Businesses. Reason- COLLECTOR'S
Cindy at 553-5174 for more
able Rates. Quick, Quality Service. BOOKSHOP. 6275 Delmar.
information . Looks great on
Hampton/Chippewa area. Donna 832- University City , Delmar Loop .
resume and good way to meet
4925.
fellow students .
7216127.

l $B~• r~~G.~~~G-'
F.

Pr es ents
:\lblI

rS

,. ~

THE BOATMEN'S '
NATIONAL BANK

J OF S1 LOUIS

PART-TIME
INPUT
PROCESSORS

Buzz sutherland

Al1cntian Conege Studenul The Boatmen', Nalia.::al Bmk of St. Louis iJ aeeIdng pantime input proceuon for aecood UJd third Ihift!. good boon for full-time stDdents. • our
8th JDd Market Sum location.
San~ of the

respomibilitiea will include opening envelopes, verifying the neg~
of cbecb, running. IO-key addin& madrine tape 011 the cbecb UJd baIching 1M wM.
Plid oo-lhe-job training ia provided. Sane ove:time ia n:qui.n:d.
Olluccond shift boun are fran 3 p.m. -11 :30 p.m. and our third shift iJ 10:00 p.m. - 'f:3IJ
a.m. (Most schedules include Fridays and Sundays.) We pay $5.51 per boor, 10% shift

differential. plot paid parking.
If you are looking for. part-time position with • ~Ie schedule. fixed houri and
great pay, Boatmen', iJ the place for you.
Send your resume noting this ad or apply in penon an Tuesday or Thunday
10 LDl. - 2 p.m. 10:
The ~'I NadoDal Bank at St. LouiII
Humaa Resources Dept.
A'ITN: PrIP

1 BoIItmea '. Plaza
St.Lou~,MO 63101

Out of shape?

---

Hung Over?

Energy Tapped ?

•• Lacking concentration ?

Chronic Fatigue?

TrOUble getting started
In the morning?

Never feel quite right ?

Leam what leading researchers have found by calling 355-3787.

still need to be made.

CALL 355-3787 FOR ANSWERS

I

I
I
1
1
I
I
I

If you continue to think like
you've always thought , you
will continue to get what
you've always got. Is it
enough? If not, call: The Marketing Group 314-355-3787.

you will be heard.

~ ~

1

L~2~~,~~~~~~·~~t:::,'i~;~;~:t:3I~~:~~,,~~~::..

Express Your Opinion
Write a letter to· the editor and

7 ..

l lf

Wednesday M8fth 25
From 11 :30 to 12:3 0
In the U. Center Summit Lounge

EDIT
March 23, 1992

SChwetz
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Grimes Absent

UM-St Louis Student Government Association le&ders need
to take a page out ofUM-Columbia student's book of rights.
The UM-Columbia Missouri Students Association, the
equivalency ofUM-St Louis' SGA, have rallied the troops over
proposed budget cuts. On Friday, about 50 UM-Columbia students were supposed to make their presence known to the UM
Board of Curators. Unfortunately, transportation problems hindered them.
The possibility of the students arriving had the police department in action. UM-St. Louis Police Chief John Pickens had a
majority of his officers on standby in case problems evolved.
But the police have nothing to worry about UM-St Louis
students, especially SGA. '
On March 16, a SGA meeting was scheduled. This would
have been the perfect time for President Mark Grimes to rally his
assembly and make their voices heard. There are many students
on this campus who are upset because of rising tuition and their
lack of ~y-so about it
Grimes and SGA cancelled the meeting because not enough
assembly representatives knew about it Secondly, and more
importantly, the assembly would probably be shocked if SGA
leaders took a stand. Since Grimes and his Vice President Julie
Schwetz took office last May, the assembly has been looking for
accomplishments from their leaders. Still, they have found none.
Once again, this has made UM-St. Louis students look like
they don't care when important issues arise.

Keep Women's Center
Budget cuts are inevitable in a declining economy, and every
department on campus will eventually feel the sharp~ess of the
blade. There are progi"ams that either need to be down-sized or
eliminated.
But one program that doesn't need the swipe of the budget ax
is the Women's Center.
The Women's Center is a place of information for students,
staff and faculty on this campus. More importantly, if a woman
is sexually assaulted, either physically or verbally, she can turn
to the Center for advice and counseling.
.
Vice Chancellor for student affairs Sandy MacLean is currently weighing options as to if the center needs its coordinator.
The reason behind the position being cut is budget crunches.
In the University Senate meeting last week, Suzanna Rose, an
associate professor of psychology and women studies program
director, proposed a new sexual grievance policy for students.
This policy is long verdue, so it doesn't make sense to cut a
program when you are proposing a policy that will make people
come to your place. If a woman is sexually harassed or has
questions about what determines harassment, she will more than
likely turn to the Center.
On Wednesday, March 25, the Women's Center will protest
the plan to cut its coordinator by marching to Woods Hall. If
MacLean eliminates the Center's coordinator position, it will cut
an operation that is already limited in its personnel and resources.
More importantly, the decision could leave the University
without a place for victims of sexual harassment to turn.
The march and protest begin at noon infront oJC/arkHali.
All students and staff are encouraged to attend and express their
opinions.

They don't call

the

~or

Greeks Make UMSL Social Life
Dear Editor:
I think it's getting ridiculous about
all the articles ripping on the Greeks
and their signs. I'm referring to Mr.
Magas's and Mr. O'Connor's letters
to the editor, along with Mr.
Matteucci's big opinions on what has
been happerung lately around cam pus.
As far as UM-St Louis goes, why
(!Dn't we write letters to the editor
about the problems we really need to
do something about. For example,
parking at UM-St Louis; the garages
may be old as Stonehenge, the roads
suck all around campus, there aren't
enough parking spaces and the police
have nothing better to do but to give
tickets to those who do get lucky
enough to get a good spot on the top of
Garage C, which is never full anyway.
Also, as far as registration goes, funds
are cut so you can't register for classes
you want or the ones you need.
We have all these important issues
that need to be noticed by students,
and all that one can complain about is
the sighs which were posted in campus for the Greeks' Rush. It's a shame
to think that no one took the time to

fmd out about what these signs really
stood for after that was put into them.
But I guess those who don't like the
way they were presented like being so
pessimistic about such minimal de·
tails. It's also a shame that most students can't see how much good the
Greeks do on and off campus in the
way of charitable events and helping
others.
In a way, the Greeks get the same
respect as the athletic teams do at
UM-St. Louis. Of course, the Greeks
enjoy supporting UM-St.Louis sports,
or maybe even being on the teams
themselves. Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity responded to the call of needed
fan support at UM-St Louis basketball games when Sports Information
DiI;ector J eff Kuchno asked the Greeks
to attract more people to the games.
The Sig Tau's have won more "Spirit
Nites" than any other organization at
UM-St. Louis basketball games. The
Greeks also participate in all
intramurals.
Some people aren't fortunate
enough to go away to school to such
traditional campuses such as Mizzou,
because they need to_work.. while at-

tending school. At least the organizations on campus, like the Greeks, are
trying to uphold this traditional
campus feeling somewhat. It's their
way of making UM-St Louis a better
place to go to school.
UM-St. Louis is bad enough as it
is, but without any kind of social life,
the school is hell. Any organization is
allowed to promote their cause on
campus. As for the Greeks, they are
just trying to have fun and remember
their college years. Wouldn't it be a
drag going to UM-St. Louis for four
or five years and graduate not knowing if you really enjoyed college?
You then just wasted the best years of
your life.
I think: all the people who whine
and complain about Greek signs
should get the facts about what fraternities are all about Otherwise, try not
to be so jealous about the groups on
campus that are having a good time
while going to college and making
UM-St Louis a more enjoyable ploce
to go to school.
Greg Lofgren

Mistake To Eliminate Women's Center
Dear Editor: .
The Women's Center at UM-St.
Louis is a model for other centers
across the country. The availability
of infonnation, support, assistance and
referrals for short-term conselling for
a variety of issues has been essential
to the personal and academic success
of many students.
But the elimination of the only full-

time staff member in the interest of
budget cuts could result in its closing.
Most corporations in the wake of recession are "down-sizing" and reorganizing to manage their costs. Their
management literature explains this
as a "win-win" situation for em ployee
and corporation - less duplication of
efforts, less waste of money, more
direction by the employee. The situation at the Center could only be a

"lose·lose" proposition.
In the fall of 1991, 58 percent of
enrolled students at UM-St. Louis
were women. The average age of
students is 28 years. Most of these
people work in addition to going to
college; many are parents. Without
the coordinator position at the
Women's Center, who will handle
the sexual harassment complaints,
arrange the counselling, provide referrals to battered women, returning
women students and other students
your career field for the 1992-93 aca- with special needs?
demic year and independent study
The resulting loss of support and
credit We want to give you exposure affmnation to a majority of UM·St.
to your career with hands-on experi- Louis students could easily result in
ence in the workplace.
a drop in enrollment and defInitely a
If you would like more informaloss of prestige for the university.
tion, call either myself at 553-5450 or
Gretchen King at 553-5267.

New Step Program Seeks Applicants
Dear Editor:
The African-American Alumni
Chapter of the UM-St Louis Alwnni
Association wants to help AfricanAmerican juniors and seniors make
the transition from academia to the
workplace.
The name of the program is "The
Next Step Mentoring Project" The
program will provide you a mentor in

Diane Born Davis

Rochelle DeClue

Corrections:
In the March 16, 1992 edition of
The Current, the story titled "Jacques
Cousteau To Receive Award At
UMSL" should have said he came to
campus Tuesday, and not on
Wednesday.
Also Mr. Cousteau's Bill of
Rights for Future Generations should
have ~d "all appropriate measures,

including education, research and
legislation, shall be taken to guarantee these rights and to ensure that it
not be sacrificed for expediencies
and conveniences."
T~ Current regrets any inconvenience or confusion these stories
have caused.

may

Head Coach
Says Sorry To
Player, Scribe
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this oppor·
tunity to set the record straight,
and publicity aplogize for coments
I directed toward one of my
players, sophomore Jeff Eye, in
last week's edition of The Current
(Rivermen Lose Tournament
Opener; Team OutOfFocus, Mar.
16, 1992).
In this case, the comments made
to Sports Editor Russell Korando
were right from the horse's mouth.
However, at this time, I feel more
like a horse' s_ _ . My criticism
of a player's performance is a private matter between myself and
my player. It is not for public
consumption. My timing also
caught Russell off guard and put
him in an awkward position of
whether to report it Since that
was the only quote I gave him, he
had no other choice. I blame myself for such poor judgement and
say now that Jeff Eye was not the
reason why we lost the game.
Jeff Eye is an irltegral part of my
baseball team, a clutch performer
with a proven track record. He is a
very good baseball player who
continues to get better. As coaches,
we sometimes forget that these
are not million-dollar professional
athletes. In reality, they are student-athletes who will make mistakes from time to time. Their
efforts should be praised, not
ridiculed.
The head coach is the authority
these players look to, the person
they most want to please, and in
this case, the man who should
have known better. Crass remarks
from a coach have no place in a
student newspaper, or any news·
paper for that matter. I ask that
Jeff and Russell please accept this
humble apology.
Jim Brady
UM·St. Louis Head Baseball Coach
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Curator from page 1

Here is a list of Scholarships available:
Scho 1arsh i p app 1i cat ions are due March

F. V.I.

the UM-Columbia campus were
eliminated at the meeting.
The cuts will save roughly
$575,000 by fiscal year 1997.
Russell said he will ask the Board
to study the potential closing of the
engineering program at UM-Kansas
City.
Curator Sam Cook downplayed
the Board playing a "micromanging"
role in deciding cuts.
"I think all the Board members
are very much in favor of being a
policy board, and not getting into the
detailed operations," Cook said. "Infrequently, it has been done when
they felt there was too little movement after years of delay in certain
areas."
The reallocation plan would also
cut 604 employees over the next five
years. These eliminations ofjobs have
been part ofRusseU' s plan since reallocations were announced earlier this
year.
"It's been that plan all along,"
said UM System Spokesperson David
Lendt "Most of those positions will
be administrators. One hundred of
those jobs will come from central
administration. "
The loss in jobs are completely
different than the early retirement
package that was offered to UM employees. So far, 704 employees have
taken advantage of the retirement plan.
Also at the meeting, Russell
named John Park the new chancellor
at UM-Rolla Park is currently the
interim chancellor.
Russell also asked newly appointed Student Representati ve to the
Board of Curators Stephanie Patterson
to sit on UM-Columbia's search
committee for their new chahcellor.
Patterson said she will accept the p0sition as long as that's what the stu·
dents at UM-Columbia desire.

31. Contact the Flnanclal Ald Dept. 553-5526.
Ameri can Associ at i on of
Universi ty Women-WorT)en
Buschart Scho I arshi p-General
Carpenter's District Council of St. Louis
-Freshman
Lena Key Cassidy Memorial-Women Studies
Chancellor's Council-Pierre Laclede
Ray and Lucia Kramer Collins Memorial
-Single Women with children
Friends of UM-St. LOUis-General
Dud ley Grove-G enera 1
El i zabeth Hork its-Women/ Lindberg Hi gh
I nterco Mi nori ty-Mi nority
Julie and Robin Kerry Memorial-General
Hazel Kohring-Women in Transition
Mark Twai n Bank-Freshman/Mi nori ty
May Department Stores Pierre Laclede
Honors Co 11 ege-Honors Co 11 ege
Monsanto Minori ty Math/Sci ence-Mi nori ty
Mari an 01 dham-Afri can Ameri can
John Perry-UM-Staff Dependent
George Dewey Ross-Minority/Humanities/
Political Science
st. Louis Mayors'-Public Service
Randy Sanderson-Mi nori ty I Inroads
Southwestern Be 11 Fund for Math/Science
-Eng! eman/Bridge
Tau Kappa Epsilon-Male StudeAt
Towards Independence-Women
Gwendolyn M. Tsadik-Minority
Emery Turner-Minority

The American Associatioo
of University Women is offering a $500 scholarship for any
woman whose studies were interrupted fOr a minimum of five
years and who will be a fulltime senior at UM-St Louis for
1992-93.
Applicants must have at least
a 3.5 GPA, a declared major,
and financial need.
For more information and
an application, contact Peirrette
F. Murray, care of Dr. Ruth J.
Person, associate vice chancel- .
lor for academic affairs, or stop
by her office, 409 WoodHall
Deadline for application is
March 27.

UM-St. Louis' economics
department is offering $100 each
for the best undergraduate and
graduate economics-related essays. Submissions may include
topics such as theory, policy,
institutions and history in either
private or public sector.
All UM-St Louis students
are eligible for entry. Papers
cannot exceed 12 pages, doublespaced.

For more information, contact the department or stop by

408 SSB.

United Methodist Campus
Ministries is offering a $2,500
minority scholarship for juniors
or seniors who intend to pursue
a career in religious communication. AppHcations for the
1992-93 academic year con be
obtained by writing to:
Scholarship Committee
United Methodist Communications
Suite 1901
475 Riverside Dr.
New York, NY 10115

TAKE PICTURES
OR DON'T!
IT'S UP TO YOU
FATHEAD!
553-5174
(ask for dirk)
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do not qualify for or desire to be in a study. Discounted

. fees are available for UM-St. Louis students, alumni &
employees. Contact Pat Sanders at 553-5116 and leave
a message on the answering machine or our clinic
receptionist at 553-5131.
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Over 80% of the professional job openings for
college graduates are never advertised, recruited
for, or publicized ,
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• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING & ASSISTANCE.
All services are free and confidential.

Brentwood __ . _ 962-5300
Ballwin ______ 227-2266
Bridgeton ____ 227-8775

n

St. Charles - - - 124-1200
Hampton South 962-3653 . ~
Midtown _____ .g46-4900 ........ -""

Available at a Reduced Fee

Contact Lens Clinical Studies are ongoing at the
>~
Center for eye Care on the South Campus.
.
Current studies include:
/
·Study of Dry Eyes with Contact Lens Wear
·Bifocal Contact Lenses
·Rigid and Soft Contact Lenses
1
We also have a full range of contact lens services, If you
,;
<i:

~4

• FREE TEST, with immediate results
pregnancy,10 days after it begins.

Contact Lenses

i

.! .
!

PREGNANT?

J

!

Purchase a roast beef sandwich and an order >of
french fries and receive a FREE regular
size soft drink with coupon.
Good at eight area locations including our
newest location 5952 Howdershell,
just North of 1-270 & McDonnell Blvd.
No IImit·not valid with any other discount. Expires March 31, 1992.

How o Get
The Right
J ob. • Ina
Recession

Austin Henley & Company will be on campus to conduct a workshop on

"GETTING THE RIGHT JOB IN A RECESSION":
the nation's most comprehensive and customized job search trainine prQl,!ram,
~ustin H.enley & Company (AH & Co.) is in the business of recruiting new employees to.client
:ompames. PepSICO, Monsanto, Exxon, Purina Mills, and Warner-Lambert are just some of the
.;'ortune 500 corporations who have retained the professional recruiting expertise of AH & Co.

Their expert knowledge of hiring strategies used in today's business world is the basis for the
:'Austin Henley &. Company Method": ajob hunting strategy designed to produce high quality job offers
ill the shortest penodof time.
.

,

/

Saturday, A pril 4

."Well over 50% of all college GRADS are

12:00 p.m. • 3:00 p.m.
J.C. Penny Bldg. Room 2 2 2 .

illprepared or illequiped to go out and get jobs."
Arm ~ Amm::a COssnt lM:rIr
...... : ....: :,.

. ..A :PARTIAL·. LIST .'dFIHE . IQel$~ :: :2~11i~§~; !::..:.
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.H6wt9neg6tiate~ .higher:

"rAE HIDDEN JOB MARKET"

.•.· .• stactiog.sglcliy:

, · ......

... : '

.....:- ....... . .

.;

'..'. •·· . • HpWJd.getll1~Hghtjobwith

Tuition is $29 in advanc e •
$39 at the door (if space is available)
To Charge .By Phone Call1·800·669·HIRE

' .,' :,..allbe
.·· li3.la.rts qegree
. .'. ...

",

' ,', .:, " ,

....

..
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Or Register By Mail

.
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. ~Howto land an internship that
~AME-;-

can.lead to a job offer .

.'

~.How

SELL OUT IS
EXPECTE'D
REGISTER NOW!!

to control stress during

ahiriterview

· · · .Wh~t .recruitersWiuwarit tOkT1bw··
.

.

",

' ~'

.

·How to explain alow GPA

.

.• / ..•. .•...• , . ~HqWt9'~Yqj¢fp.~jhg!i~I~~Qy •. ;. ··
·· yOLmmaj(j{ .••..•. i:i, O;: ':.', · .· : '..

Send To :
AUSTIN HENLEY & COMPANY
12444 POWERS COURT DR. SUITE 300
ST. LOUIS MO. 63131

(M-F, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)

- - - - - - - --- - - - - - ':--1

IADDRESS:
.
- I
ICITY:
STATE: .
. ZIP:
I
IPHONE:
o r l
I
I
I
My Check or money order made out to Austin Henley & I
I
Company is enclosed.
.
There will be a $15.00 service charge for all returned checks I
L ________________ ~ __ ~
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Dynamic ·Duo Shaking
Up The U.S.A.
by Robin Mayo
features editor '

Bands come and bands go, but
there are few bands that touch the
lives of the audiences that listen to
them. One such band is disappear
fear. Comprised of sisters Sonia and
Cindy Frank, the band has an

ibly perfect and well-known night
club in New York City," Cindy

. contains eight live tracks and five
tracks recorded in the studio.
disappear fear has plans for yet
another hard hitting release later in

drawn toward. Their sound of music

together for about four years, but
learned to sing together as children,

has been described as folk-rock, but
more recently they have incorporated more rock lines into their
songs. Compared to the group
Indigo 9irls, disappear fear may Dot

The band' has been officially

since we were kids. Sonia taught me
how to sing harmony in the bathtub," Cindy said.
When disappear fear hit the road
they go non-stop. A different town
and different venue every night,
making their top priority getting in
and out, hoping to make an .everlast-

Cicero's. They will back again on

ing impact on audiences in each

March 31, playing in the darkened
candle lit basement bar.

city.
"We're trying to cut that out a
little bit, but what we used to do

have gone through several backup
musicians, and will have a lead
guitarist, Howard Markman, joining
the tour on April 1.
"I used to sneak into bars and go
and see his band perform when I
was in high school. They were the
most popular band in Baltimore, my
best friend and I would just go and
gawk!" Cindy said. "My best friend
lives in Detroit now, and I said
'You're never gonna believe who
I'm going out with!' it was funny."
Their latest release titled "Live
at the Bottom Line" is fresh out on
the market and will be availabl,e for
purchase at Cicero's March 31, and
at participating Streetside Records
and both Sound Revolution stores.

'I exposed my breasts during
Mardi Gras for strings of beads. I
came home with forty strings of
beads."
-Jennifer Kerker, Junior, Biology

"We have been singing together

be as well recognized by name, but
disappear fear's sound by far
surpasses that of the Indigo Girls.
Back in September, disappear
fear was in St. Louis, playing at

Since their last visit the sisters

What is the most provocative thing
you h~ve ever done in your life?

'When celebrating our last night
in Europe things got a little out of
hand The bar owner got a little
upset when all of us took our
clothes off on top of the bar
stools:
-Alan, Senior, Finance

said.
"Live at the B~ttomLine"

1992.

Ya Don't Say?
by Michele Lawson
photographer

"The Botton1 Line is an incred-

intriguing, complex and compelling
sound, that one can't help being

MARCH 23, 1992

was after a show we'd drive all
night, and get as close to the club
and then sleep once we got there, so
we didn't have to drive the day we
performed, but we're changing that
and sleeping aft.er the show now,"
Cindy said.
In 1991, disappear fear went
from being a regional act to a
national act, and have toured the
country four-and-a-half times. With
the national tour, more and more
people are becoming exposed to
disappear fear, and they are liking
what they hear.
"I don't know what it is, but it's
a breakthrough, it's defmitely
something," Sonia said.
"We get lots of fan mail

FROM LEFT: Sonia and Cindy, sisters joined together to form the
awe inspiring duo disappear fear, and they will perform live at Cicero's
on March 31.
everyday, maybe not as much as
some of those Hollywood guys, but
a few letters a day, and it's not just

well for disappear fear right now.
"Excellent, in between the
raindrops," Sonia said. "You never

little things, people really share
themselves with us, it's so moving,
it's really incredible," Cindy said.
Thinking about the future,

know how it's going to be, and it's
been a flood lately."
"Liking us seems to be a
personal choice. You're not
bombarded by MTV or VH-l. To
get us you have to actually show
up," Sonia said.
Sonia said disappear fear does
want to get to the point where they
are nationally popular and weUknown, but with an understan ding .
"In a way that makes it accessible, absolutely, because in a way I
feel th.e message of our music
should be available in a big way to
people," Sonia said. "Because that's
how I envision the world."

Cindy said in ten years she sees
them doing pretty much the same
thing, except worldWide, and being
able to have a family of her own
with which to share her experiences.
Cindy has great admiration for
other artists such as James Taylor
(for the stands he takes), the B-52s,
Dave Willcox, and late Phil Ochs,
who Sonia and Cindy both turn to
for inspiration.
Sonia said things are going real

"I once attended a melodrama show
at a theater in Colorado. and was
brought on stage out of the audience
to partiCipate in a skit where several
women proceeded to undress me.
My most alarming moment was when
one of my shoes was about to be
removed, and I realized that 300
people were about to witness my
big toe protruding out of a huge
hole in my sock,"
-Martin Rochester, Professor, Political Science

'''I had sex atthe bottom of the
stairwell in the JC Penney
Building,"
-a.M., venior, Biology

"Some friends and I stole seven
lawn donkeys from a fraternity
house and got away with it.'
-Patti Scherrer, Special Education

movie review

Mississippi Masala: An
Unfortunate Disappointment
by Don Barnes
movie reviewer

I was a little disappointed with
this weeks movie reviewed.
Mississippi Masala, starring Denzel
Washington and Sarita Choudhury.
Just the same, Masala stood
reflective of it's title's literal
meaning, 'a blend of hot, colorful
spices'.
I appreciat.e the angle director
Mira Nair chose by exampling inner
racial struggle and outward racial
tension between african Americans
and 'masala' indians in the deep
south, instead of retracing the
unresolved battle between blacks
and whites. She explored the
equally prevalent reservations held
between black and brown, focusing
on color, but allowing tradition and
heritage as major roles in the
presentation.
Everything in this movie is done
with purpose. Every character is
introduced as an extension of the
whole, with the intention of
representing ~ distinctive mindset
within society. The clannish,
authoritative, controlling presence

of whites portrayed as bank
officers, business owners and
policemen.
Washington's brother's, played
by Joe Seneca and Tieo Wells, are
seeking direction while trying to
come to terms with themselves and
their environment
Washington encounters blacklisting for breaking the color lines
within his town, and was effected
by such oppression on industrious
young men.
The opening shots of the 1972
Asian Indian exodus from Uganda,
forced by then dictator Idi Amin,
followed by an enduring look into
the Ii ves of the affected souls
through an almost documentary like
study of the flourishing hybrid
culture of Indian run motels in the
deep south. The wanting of
Choudhury, a self proclaimed
masala, to discard ancestral
restrictions and seek a different
lifestyle. Defmitely enough
material to work with. Maybe'too
much.
These subplots are given

See MASALA, page 6

"When I pledged my fraternity,
my line brothers and I were
stripped naked and blind-folded
and told to march in a sing Ie-file
line into the men's shower, however, we marched into the lobby
of the U-Centeron campus. Very
embarrassing ."
-Arnold Peoples, Graduate,
Criminology and Criminal Justice

1 Life's Little Instruction Book, by H Jac"son BlOwn Jr
. IRutiedge Hill. S595J Ad'!.'"e lor a~al ning a lull life
2. The Prince of Tides. by Pal Conroy. IBaniam. $599 I
Southem man confronts hiS famlly's paslln New York C I~

3~ven Habit~-of "Highl";

Effective p~p.!~., b; Sieven R Covo?y.
Fireside, $9.95.) ~uide 10 ~~nal ~ulltll~::nt .

-

4. Jurassic Park, by Michael Crichlon · IBallant>oe. $5.99·1
A theme park's cloned dinosaurs are creating a world cns:s.
5. You Just Do~1u':;;;'';;:a~d.-bY Deborah Tan~en' iSallannne.
$10.00.) How men and women can understand each 01 h e~~e~

-6.
.

Scientific Progress Goes "Boink," by 8,11 Watt?rson.
(Andrews & McMeel, $7.95.) Lafest Calvin & Hobbes ca rt oon~ _.

- 7 Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Gale, by Fannie Flagg.

. IMcGraw-HilL$6_95.) A woman's remember"""" of Irte in_~deep~,:, .

S -Unnatural Selection, by Gary LarsOn.

, (Andrews. & McMeel. S7.95.) Collection of FarSide cartoons.

--9. w;Yne's Wor1d: Ext ~~'~ a;;se-up, byM Ike My~nd Robl~Ruzan.
IHyperion. S7.95_) Based on Saturday Nighl Uv! , ~ke!ches
_

10 . The Wasi;Lands, by Stephen King. (Plume. $15.(0)
K!ng's latest vol~~~ in The D~Towe ( series. _

New & Recommended
A~~CI EfrAyGt-r.Comet~Sae. InCa..NY

In the Spirit of Crazy Horse, by Peler Maltt1iessen. (PengUin, $14.00.) .
Comprehensive hislory 01the Oespe1"ale Indian ~fforts 10 maintain their lJadruons
and exposing !tie LakOtl tribe's long struggle with !he US gov~ _
In our Defense, by Ellen Alderman and Caroline Kennedy.
(Avon, £12.00.) The Bill 01 Ri ~hlS in acti~n r ~vealing how its grand
principles lake shape in Ihe bves 01 ordinary peop_le._ _ __
Crisis on Doona. by Anne McC aftrey and Jody Lynn Nye. IAce.$4.99.)
Humans and alien Hrrubans have lived peacefully on Ooona due to a
joint treaty. Now, the treaty comes up for renewal and someone IS
sabotaging alilhey have worked lor.
___ __

Academy Award winner Denzel Washington and newcomer Sa~ita
Choudhury star in Mira Nair's Mississippi Masala share a reassuring
hug, in this hot and spicy romance.
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MASALA, from page 5
continuity through a prominent plot

fUm was not made primarily to

story. I thought this movie was

of interracial young love, which

entertain, but to examine the

trying to tell me something, but in

steadily injects thematic personal

clashing of cultures, and we need

the end I was left empty, milling

slaps until everybody, involved or

more substance than this movie

over comparative information I

not, is brewing in misguided

produced to face them in a true

already possessed.

hostility. The dialogue was

light .

triggered but seemed undirected at

Don't Forget!
Disappear Fear, March 31, at
Cicero's, on Delmar.
Check it out!

I'm not saying don't see

Mississippi Masala was a

Mississippi Masala. By all means,

times, often leaving the audience

disappointment because it made a

please do. It may not enlighten you.

confused and offended. I feel the

lot of noise, intimidated the audi-

It may do little more than enrage

screenplay, written by Sooni

ence, then retreated 10 the credits.

you. But hopefully it will give you

You are thrust into a.' chamber of

the strength to rise above the

diversely complex cross-stitches of

societal suicide of racism, and

the constant influx of ideas

idealism, then offered a less than

realize that when the light is gone

together.

conclusive ending that says 'time

we all look the same.

Taraporevala, was a little vague,
. and lacked a neatness needed to tie

There is certainly stereotyping,

changes everything' and ' young

and I feel this lack of individualism

love will prevail'. These solutions

takes away from the seriousness of

are tired, and don't click with the

the conflict's faced. After all, this

upbeat focus or brutal honesty of the

* **.
* * * *'

Learn how to
tame a mouse

TH E L EGENDARY C OMEDY C LUB
P RESENTS

COLLEGE NIGHT

Macin~sh.

IIITIS CHEAPER THAN

A

M OVIE II

Louis Union Station • Second Level

kinl~D.se

validated Parking in Union S'tation Lots

ft

SHOWTIMES: MON·SAT 8 PM
LATESHOWS: FRt & SAT 10 PM

the copy center

RIDGEVIEW IN BEL NOR "WALK TO UMSLII
CHARMING A 'L L BRICK $113,585
**3 bedrooms
**1 1/2 bath+1/2 bath
In pit basement
**Large living room
**Dlning room

resisl the dllfl/{t' r.

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED
SPECIAL EVENTS EXCLUDED
2 BEVERAGE MINIMUM
NOW TILL THE END OF FEBRUARY - ENJOY
THIS $4.00 OFFER MONDAY THRU THURSDAY.

No computer experience necessary. Class size is limited, so please
call ahead to reserve a space. Class time: 6 pm on Fridays.

"~ff.;JI .· 3008

'I

(HALF THE REGULAR ADMISSION)

FREE Macintosh
computer training classes

8434 Florrisant Rd.

('(111

JUST$4!

:~:;:::::gmt4~

(3 blocks from campus)

('op who

TUESDAY

~

Open 7 days
524·7549

.j

EVERY

Even the most user-friendly computer is difficult if you don't
know how to operate it At Kinko's, we have classes designed to
teach you the ins and outs of Macintosh* computing. With our
help, you'll be handling the mouse like a pro in no time.
~~==----"
• Basic
computing
. . ... .,',:

K

MILHAfl
DOUGlAS

**Breakfast room
**2 car garage/opener
UFlreplace
**Gorgeous custom
curtains in kitchen

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF. YOU WILL LOVE !TIIIII TO SEE:
CALL DAN WALL (BROKERISALESPERSON WITH ERA LANDMARK)
OFFice·

Communication Majors! Radio/TV/Film Majors!
Public Relations Majors!
Marketing Majors!
EARN college credit this summer as a promotj()ns intern for "Real Rock Radio"
LEARN techniques of marketing and promoting a major market radio station

ESQUIRE

8701 CLAYTON RD.
18to33DO

.

There .al-e h undreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE a n d LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

STRENGTHEN y<>ur resume with experience that potential employers seek
ENJOY representing one of the nation's foremost rock stations at major events:

PERSONALITY APPEARANCES
CONCERT VENUES
REMOTE BROADCASTS
VOTER REGISTRA TlON DRIVES
To apply. send resume and cover letter to:

Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you
need us to be there.

KSHE RadiO, 700 St. Louis Union Station, The Annex, Suite 101, St. Louis, Missouri 63103,

Attention: Dan Delosky, Assistant Director of Marketing and Promotion

KSHE 95 Is an equal opportunity employer

I 'm Here'
When You Need Me
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The AutoDlatic Tel ler

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests are personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurf
your perfonnance.
.
Kaplan offers the best value.
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.
Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.
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CIRRUS.

Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility i'n University Center or call usat 383.
5555. If you have your account at another bank;your ATM card can be used atthe machme In Univer.
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST~ LOUIS, MO 63121
383·5555

. Member FDIC'

FREE MBA SEMINAR
M ARCH 25 • .7 P.M. • ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY

CALL 997·7791
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UMSt. LouisSwimmers Heat Up North Dakota
by Ariel Lestat
Current sports reporter

..Take A Read
On the Wild
Side
by Russell L. Koranda
sports editor

GRAND FORKS, N.D.- The UMStLouis Rivermen finished the 199192 swim season in record-breaking
style.
They finished the NCAA Division
II nationals meet with a 7th place finish, and a total of 200 points. The
highest theRi vermen had ever finished
in a nationals meet before was a 10th
place finish and 56 points.
"Early in the season I felt we could
qualify four relays and place 8th or
9th," Head Coach Mary Liston said.
"All season we have concentrated on
relay starts. In dual meets we seldom
lose a relay."
The national meet is a four-day
competition, with a morning qualifyingsession and an eveningfmal session.
. Only the final times count for points.
UM·St. Louis sophomore Ted
Fischer, who was competing in his
firstNCAA national meet, snared third
place in the 50-yard freestyle during
the frrst day of competition. The next
day Fischer placed second in the 100yard butterfly, witha time of 19,48. He
finished behind Eric McIguham, who
is the national record holder.
"The last 15 yards were the
toughest of the meet," Fischer said.
TROPHIES OF HONOR: The UM-St. Louis Swim Team finished "I'm very pleased with my races. I
off its rerord breaking season, bringing home many awards.
. didn't even really think I would race

This political hypocrisy is really
gnawing at me. I just fInished a 400word political commentary on George
Peach; and I still have this thought's
venom in my veins.
The problem is, I must somehow
connect this colwnn with sports. And
if I want to step out on the ledge. UM~
St. Louis sports.
Is everybody in? Let the show begin.
Let's start with myself. I dig for the
truth from the players, coaches and
administrators over in the Mark Twain
Build41g, so how about if I bare my
soul to them.
First of all, I am only one person
covering 11 fully-funded athletic programs at this university for The Curren!. Certain teams may be upset with
me because I give more attention toone
program than another. You want hon- by Russell L. Korando
esty, well here it is: I can't be every- sports editor
where at once. I guess you're not
judged anymore for an honest effort.
Last Wednesday was a typical
Atleastlknowwhotheassistantto gloomy, rainy March day in St Louis.
the athletic director is.
Even though the UM-St Louis
•iii astbryron on March 11, thePost men's baseball game against Eureka
Dispatch mentioned Rich Meckfessel was rained out, Rivermen head coach
as assistant to 'the A.D. This ~ his title, Jim Brady spoke with bright optimism
but Denise Silvester is the assistant . of his team's recent success.
"Good teams walk on the field,
athletic director, and she wasn't even
mentioned.
knowing if they play focused, they will
lhavetomakejudgmentcallsonce win," Brady said. 'That's the attitude
in a while. This is my job, and I accept we're going to take to Pitt State this
it \."ithout question. But until I see weekend," he said.
someone come over to The Current
The previous week had been torand show they want to be aresponsible tuous for Brady. His problems ranged
journalist, I'm all they have.
from getting his field up to snuff for the
What gives me the right to express SIU-Edwardsville & UM-St Louis
such a veroose opinion of athletics here Tournament to worrying about his
at UM-St Louis? Well, let's see. I won young son's case of chicken pox.
first and seeond place for sports writing
Funny what a three-game winning
in the Missouri College NewsPaper streak can do to cure the soul.
Awards in 1990. I have covered jUst
After the Rivermen (6-6) lost a
about every sport here. and have writ- heartbreaker to Lewis u., 4-3, they
/ ten more than 60 stones. .
rebounded to win the next three games
Now, a little bit on why 1 have I ot therr tournament They only comchosen this rocky, and sometimes mitted one error in four games, which

this year at all.!'
Fischer didn't join the Rivermen
until late December of last year, after he
was released from Ohio State's Division I swill program. He joined teammate Mike Brickey, who was his high
school competitor, as one of the deadliest duos in Division II swimming.
"Coach Liston has a reputation for
coaching sprinters," Brickey ex plained.
"My freshman year wasn't the best, but
since then things have been very successful."

"Coach Liston
has a reputation for
coaching sprinters, "
-Senior swimmer
Mike Brickey
Junior JeffHe·veroh set a new school
record in the 200-yard medley relay
with a time of 1:32.55. This time broke
the old record by 2.2 seconds. Heveroh
finished third in the race.
Fi~her, Brickey, Dan Bostelmann
and sophomore Dave Roither established a new school record, and secured
All-America status, with a 6th place
fmish in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
Lead-off swimmer Devlin
McDonough's time in the 4oo-yard
medley relay was 54.14; breaking a
school record.
McDonough was teamed with

Heveroh,Fischer and Brickey ,and they
shattered the old school mark by 10
seconds with a time of 3:25.80.
Heveroh was disappointed with his
two 8th place finishes, while competing individually in the 100 and 200yard breaststroke heats.
"I was fast.,in the relays, but my
individual events didn't click," Heveroh
said. "My arms really never felt rested."
On the final day of the meet, both
Fischer and Brickey were almost out of
gas, as were the rest of the Rivermen.
But they weren't going to give up before they broke the school record, in
what Liston describes as the "glamour
event" of the meet
The Rivermen finished 6th in the
400-yard relay, and their new record
time was clocked at3:05.05. "We were
very competitive our whole time here,"
Liston beamed.
"Roither swam so fast he pulled it
out of the frre for us," she said.
Fischer gavea warning to hisopponents for next year, saying "After I get
a full year's training in, I won't fade
after 85 yards. I. have no excuses because I gave it 100 percent."
Seasons don'talwaysend with this
much success, but it seems that this
group of athletes are not at all surprised.
"We knew we could be fast," senior Dan Bostelmann said. "It was a
matter of trust between athlete and the
coach. This year everything worked."

RivermenWalk Softly, But Carry Big Bats
Won Three Out Of Four In UM-St. Louis Tournament
is an accomplishment considering the
condition of the field.
In the last game of the tournament,
southpaw Chuck McNelly raised his
record to 2-0, and pitched a complete
grune, 5-2 victory against rival SIUEdwardsville.
''I'd have to say, at this point, that
McNelly and Andy [Runzi] areourone
and two guys on the mound," Brady
said.
Brady exuded confidence as he
talked about his pitching depth, and
said anyone of the five other players
could step into McNelly and Runzi's
position. "Look at the job KIu [pitcher
Keith Kalusniak], did against Lewis.
That was a team with a high octane
offense, and he held them to three

runs."
One of things that hasn't surprised
Brady has been the play of outfielder
Chris Meador. Meooormadetwobellybusting diving catches during the tOurnament,and belted a two-run homerun
against SlUE.

See SUCCrss a e 8
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Photo: Dirk Fletcher
"BULLDOG'S" BITE:. Junio.r Andy Runzi had a.2-0 record. and a 3.12 era going into this
weekends games agal n st P I tt s b urg St a t e. R unzi t h rewa s h utout against Kearney State last

:::r~:;~:~:::,~~:: MIAA South Division Tournament Up At Bat This Weekend
R-Iverwornen "Coming Together Quickly"

sity, most just want to see the creampuffstories.Like,JohnnyorBeuyhas
sparkling eyes, they are good students,
and boy can they play. That's alright by A. Mohamed All
for high school, but on this level it's a Current sports reporter
different story.
Sure, I had to point out a few
The UM-St Louis Women's Softbaseball players for violating team rules.
. ball team has started the season with
IfIwasgoingtogetonPaulMatteucci's
seven wins out of eighteen games.
case,Ihadtogetonanyonewhomesses
Coach Harold Brumbaugh, though, is
up. Again, that'sthe truth.
happy with the way the Riverwomen
It's not like any of the players in
are playing and has high hopes for the
question did anything criminal. They
coming season.
W('Ie on a team road trip for the better
'The girls are coming together
part of two weeks and had fInished all
quickly, though it's a relatively new
of their games. I'm defmitely not stuteam." Brumbaugh said. "Only three
pid enough to condone their breaking
girls have returned from those who
team rules, but if most of us look at the
pJ.ayed on last year's team."
situation forwhatitreally is, we have to
After posting a 3-7 record at the
be understanding.
Rebel Spring Games this past weekend,
Wheneveryou'repartofanorgani- fans saw the Riverwomen play .500,
zation, whether it be a sports team, losing to both SIUE andi.ewis, 0-5 and
.fraternity/sorority or infantry rifle pla- 0-7 respectively, then bearing Indiana
toon, you sometimes act "out of hand." University- Purdue,12-3: and Southern
It's a wonderful thing having such Indiana, 4-1.
personal relations Mth someone you
Brumbaugh is optimistic that the
sweat and toil with day in and day out River,y,'omen will win at least 70 perI believe the baseball team's actions cent of the remaining 26 games and do
can be portrayed as "letting off steam." well at the MIAA Conference TournaAgain, the truth. I may never have ment toward the end of the season. That
pissed off of a balcony, butI do remem- would see the Riverwomen entering
ber pissing in places other than the the MIAA tournament with a 25-19
toilet And yes, I was as drunk as a record, a .568 average.
skunk when I did it
"Offensively, things are starting to
We have all done things in our lives pick up," Brumbaugh said. "By midwe're not proud of, but c 'mon people, season, we will be doing ve.ry well and
let's not resort to becoming hypocrites I think we will finish the season above
like the George Peaches of the world. .500.
Chew on that until next week.

'The goal for this year is to do well . very well in first base. Kim Novak,
and finish in the top three in the con- who plays second base, has done a
ference tournament, and I think we can great job, and is one of the best defendo that,~' he said.
sivehustlers on the team, "Brumbaugh
For the weekend of March 27-28, said. "Jennifer Sinclair, who was an
Brumbaugh and the team will face outfielder, who Inowplay at shortstop
Southwest Baptist, Missouri Southern, has been very effective. Catching has
Lincoln, Missouri- Rolla and Pittsburg been very strong with Stephanie
State, in the MIAA South Division Adelmann in that position."
Tournament at the St Louis Sports
Brumbaugh also said his outfield
is very strong, with plenty of speed and
Complex in Valley Park.
Brumbaugh said he is confident of great throwing arms. His outfield is
doing well atthetoumamentalthough, anchored by Jeri Maas in right field,
he said, Missouri Southern could give Amy Deal in center field and Donna
the Riverwomena real battle.
Schmilke in left field.
"Missouri Southern is tough. they
Brumbaugh said he did not feel
have always been tough because they there were any real weaknesses in the
have an excellent program over there. team or in any position. He felt that
Pittsburg State will be tough as well," many of the girls were talented enough
to be moved around to different posihe said.
.
The Riverwomen are led into this tions, should the need arise because of
season by two new pitchers this year, mJunes.
who look like they will be sharing the
Beforeplayingin theMIAA South
Division
Tournament,
the
pressures of that position.
"Kelly Childs and Christa Childress Riverwomen will play at McKendree
are both very strong and intelligent College in Lebanon, m., on March 23,
pitchers who will pilCh to their oPPO- and host Quincy College at the St Ann
nents weaknesses. Plus they adapt and field on March 25.
get stronger as games go on,"
Brum baugh said. "I wasn't sure at first
Upcomim: Rjyerwomen Garnes
how they would work out, bu t they will
Mar. 23 @ McKendree
do very well as long as they stay healthy.
Mar. 25 Quincy
Brumbaugh said the other players
Mar. 26 @ St. Louis U.
are also doing very well.
Mar. 27-28 MIAA South Div"Sharon Payton is playing excellent
isionTournament @ Valley
third base. Beth Palisch has been doing
Pari<, Mo.

Photo: Alfie M. Ali
SWING AWAY: Under the watchful eye of Head Coach Harold
Brumbaugh. a Riverwoman batter concentrates on the next
pitch.
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Success from page 7
"So Chris, without sounding
pompous, has made himself into a
dam good outfielder," Brady said.
Meador is batting .324, and leads the
team with 11 runs scored.
Meador said the Riverrnen were
getting ready to take off because everyone is getting comfortable with his
role. "I think by the time we play
Missouri Southern will be ready to
show them what we're capable of."
Mo. Southern swept their three
game MIAA Conference series with
the Rivermen last year and outscored
them 41-2. But this year s¥niorpitcher
Rob Rixford thinks it will tx: a different story.
"If we stay injury-free, this team
can go a long way," Rixford said. "We
have a sound defense and a deep pitching staff. I think from here on out
teams are going to have beclI us."
Assistant Coach Gary Dunahue
said the team had responded well to a
speech they listened to from a sports
psychologist from Greensboro, N.C.
"What the doctor told them was
what we were telling them all along,"
Dunahue said. "But I guess they just
had to hear it from another soUrce."
Dunahue said he also picked upon

.•r.: •:~t..

something a Kansas basketball coach
had told his players before their fIrst
round game of the NCAA toumalllent
He said, "Fear nobody, but respect everybody."
Respect is what freshman catcher
Jason Wilson is rapidly earning from
players and coaches alike. Wilson has
thrown out 10 of 14 runners trying to
steal, and Brady said he would catch a
majority of the remaining gan1es.
"He's a little mongoose," Brady
said. "You look at his choir boy face,
and you don't realize the amount of grit
this young man has on the inside."
Brady had enoug h confidence in
Wilson to let him call the pitches in the
game against SIUE. W ilson, who is
balting a very respectable .31 O, likes the
team he sees in front of him when he' s
behind the plale . " H e's my secret
weapon," Brady mused .
"The talent we can field is great,"
Wilson said. "We can ' t afford any injuries, bUl right now we're g tling hits in
crucial situations."
Another player who has played a
couple of different positions and excelled is Bob MUlnansky . Mutnan sky
had a ten-gam e hitting streak on the line
entering the game Saturday against

.......:.....

Last week The Current misspelled

••.,~ ...•••
:<if•••••
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a Rivermen base ball pl ayer' s

••

Upcom ing Rivermen Games

Mar. 23 @ Nebraska-Omaha
Mar. 25 Southern Indiana
Mar. 26 Missouri Valley.
1vlar. 28-29 @ tvlissouri-Rolla
Mar. 31 McKendree
Apr. 1 @ Sru-Edwardsville
Apr. 2@ Eureka
Apr. 3-4 Southwest Baptist
Apr. 7 @S outheast Mo. State
Apr. 9 @ McKendree

Rivermen Baseball

All-Americans .

I~
I ~~~I

1977
1977
1976

Name
Dan Geary of
Pete Serrano 1b
·Mike Stellem of
Jim Lockett of
Marty Flores c
Skip Mann ss
Skip Mann S5
Greg Ready of
Greg Ready of
Jim Winklemann of
Grayling Tobias of
Dennis Olson p
Ron Tessler ss

1976
1975
1973
1973
1972

Bob Bone 2b
Chuck Diering of
Frank Tusinski 1b
John HOlVath of
Jim Munden 3b

Year

1985
1984
1982
1979
1979
1979
1978
1978
1977
1977

PHARM ACY, INC.

Have your prescription filled
du rin g cl ass ..... .

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
PREGNANCY • Immediate 'results
. aNfER
• Completely confidential

(~

ClUSIS

• Call or walk in

725-3150

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.

3347 N . HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd .

CSt. Louis)

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

Call Russell at 553-5174 or 553-5175

Write about baseball, softball, men and women's tennis or golf

Reme:mber it $PAYS

-Cost efficient -Spac ;'o u.s closets
-Conven ient location
· Planned social acti vif.i es
..:..

WINNING STllATEGIES FOR A
SUCCESSFUL JOB INTERVIEW.

The Current regrets the error.

AM I PREGNANT'!

SportsEditorneeds willing and able OOdies to write about Sports

EXCELLENC.E IN INTERVIEWS

Rupp .
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name. The correct spelling is Brian
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Pittsburg State University.
He is batting .375 leads all other
starters, and has good RBI potential .
"Mutlooks 100 thick to movereal well,
but he's just a very sound player,"
Brady said. "He reminds me of the
third baseman [Jamie Taylor] we
coached for the Olympic trials. What I
like best about him is that he gets the
ball away so quickly."
After the Rivermen wrap up their
three-game road trip they will return
home Wednesday to playa doubleheader against Southern Induma.
"This is a beginning," Brady said
in light of the winning streak. "If we
can sustain this focus, watch out"

Pfus . .

Just Seconds
From Campus! !

• Free Delivery

• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction
• Patient Consulting on the
Correct Use of Prescription
Drugs

24-. Hour Phone Service

You will learn from a professional:
-Secrets of what interviewers want in
an applicant
-The common mistakes that applicants

make and how to avoid them.
-How to plan and prepare for interviews
·Resume preparation, tough questions
that interviewers ask.
•How to make a positive impression every time.
• What questions interviewers can not ask you:
Thursday March 26, 6:30 p.m. registration session starts 7:00 p.m.
Midvvay Motor Lodge, (Dorsett (270) -Fees: $15 at door (space available tBsis).
$1 discount IF student - Guarantee aseat andsend registration with
(name, address, phone #) with check or money order to:
Employment Resource Seminars
16258 Bent Tree Dr. Chesterfield, MO 63005 or call us at 537-0871

385-5400
7605 Natural Bridge Ad

f.G .I.f. IS SACt<
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A Fun Place To Eat and Drink
Big Hearted - Low Prices, Food & Bar
Lowest Price - Best Quality

[RaNlvAL NIGH'I

NEW EXCITING CONCEPT
Come Say "HELLO" To Mike Talayna
Order Your Food
Pickup When Your Number is Called

fRIDAV. MARCH 21
l -IO .P.M.
Summit Loun2e

fREE Admls810n

ALL Aaes Welcome

carlcatur6 artist
. face painter
clown/baliloonist
Juggler
story teller

.,

O.J.
FRff refreshmments

1436 Castillon Arcade Plaza • St. Louis, MO • 63141 • 576-4449
Pdg~

Sponsored by the Un iver s ity .Program l30ard

Uw'l
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Fast (Big Hearted)
Mil<ey 1's

270

.,

Road ·
Olive

Strl'~t

Road

(Northeast Comer Fee Fee at Olive St. ~d • 2 miles West of Iiwy 270 • Formerly Uptown)

